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7. The Effect of Year-to-Year Classmate Continuity on Student Attendance 

 In this Elementary School Journal article, Jacob Kirksey and Michael Gottfried 

(University of California, Santa Barbara) report on their study on whether elementary students 

who have more classmates from the preceding year might have better school attendance. 

Kirksey and Gottfried looked at three years of data from 13 public elementary schools in a 

small, diverse, urban district and compared the percent of classmates who carried over from the 

previous year to the number of unexcused student absences and the level of chronic 

absenteeism (missing 10 percent or more of school days for any reason). The percent of 

familiar faces varied from zero (for students who transferred in from another school and those 

who were promoted and placed in a different classroom than previous classmates) to 100 

percent (for situations where an entire class moved up together).  

 The results? Having more of the same classmates from the previous year was correlated 

with slightly fewer unexcused absences. On chronic absenteeism, the correlation was much 

stronger: students with more familiar faces from the previous year had much lower odds of 

being chronically absent – as much as 62 percentage points lower and on average 18 points 

lower.  

 “Familiar faces may serve as a reference for children attending school from one year to 

the next,” conclude Kirksey and Gottfried. “Such consistency may influence positive 

attendance behaviors in elementary children, as these children begin to value peers and assign a 

higher value to schooling. Additionally, familiar faces may act as an added layer of peer 

networks that serve as a buffer for other changing aspects to the learning context for young 

children. Within this base of familiarity, children could experience stronger connections to 

school amid changing grades and changing teachers.” The implications are clear: schools and 

districts should maximize year-to-year continuity of student groups as one of a number of ways 

to improve student attendance.  

 

“Familiar Faces: Can Having Similar Classmates from Last Year Link to Better School 

Attendance This Year?” by Jacob Kirksey and Michael Gottfried in Elementary School 

Journal, December 2018 (Vol. 119, #2, p. 223-243), https://bit.ly/2Q1lWxH; the authors can 

be reached at mgottfried@education.ucsb.edu and jjkirksey@ucsb.edu.  
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